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Abstract
We present a new mechanism called Elon for enabling efficient
and long-term reprogramming in wireless sensor networks. Elon
reduces the transferred code size significantly by introducing the
concept of replaceable component. It avoids the cost of hardware
reboot with a novel software reboot mechanism. Moreover, it significantly prolongs the reprogramming lifetime by avoiding flash
writes for TelosB nodes. Experimental results show that Elon transfers up to 120–389 times less information than Deluge, and 18–42
times less information than Stream. The software reboot mechanism that Elon applies reduces the rebooting cost by 50.4%–53.87%
in terms of beacon packets, and 56.83% in terms of unsynchronized
nodes. In addition, Elon prolongs the reprogramming lifetime by a
factor of 2.3.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design—Distributed networks; D.4.7 [Operating
Systems]: Organization and Design

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Performance
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Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been studied for a wide
range of applications, such as ecological surveillance, habitat monitoring, infrastructure protection, etc. WSN applications often need
to be changed after deployment for a variety of reasons—upgrading
node software, correcting software bugs, and patching security
holes. Many large-scale WSNs, however, are deployed in environments where physically collecting previously deployed nodes is
either very difficult or infeasible. Enabling sensor nodes to be reprogrammable over the air is a crucial technique to address such
challenges [1].
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There are several key factors that affect the reprogramming efficiency and reprogramming lifetime of a WSN, including the transferred code size, the loading cost, and the reprogramming voltage
requirement.
First, the transferred code size greatly impacts the transmission
overhead. To make a WSN reprogrammable, Deluge [2] disseminates the entire program image, including the application code,
the TinyOS kernel [3], and the reprogramming protocol. Hence,
it must handle a large code size even for a simple application. For
example, in the TinyOS 2.1 distribution [3], the Blink application
with Deluge support consumes more than 35 KB code size. Such
a code size results in a long transmission time and much energy
consumption during dissemination. Stream [4] pre-installs the reprogramming protocol on the external flash. Consequently, for simple applications, it reduces the code size significantly. Specifically,
for the Blink application in TinyOS 2.1, Stream needs approximately 9 KB transferred code size. Unfortunately, Stream is still
far from sufficient for real-world and complex applications. For
example, for the TestNetwork application in TinyOS 2.1, Stream
would need more than 35 KB code size for reprogramming. This is
because the TestNetwork application contains many TinyOS kernel services like CTP [5], Drip [6].
Second, the loading cost for executing the new code needs to be
minimized. In particular, we should try to avoid hardware reboot
as it wastes energy as well as dropping data. A system normally
stores many state data such as routing tables [5], synchronization
tables [7], dissemination keys [6], etc. After rebooting, some nodes
may take hours to fully come back online. For example, in a recent
deployment on Reventador Volcano, reboots from a software error led to 3-day network outage, reducing mean node uptime from
>90% to 69% [8, 9].
Third, it is beneficial to avoid flash writes during reprogramming as writing to flash requires a much higher voltage than
the minimum operational voltage for the commonly used TelosB
nodes. The MSP430F1611 microcontroller for the TelosB nodes
can operate down to 1.8 V [10], while the minimum required voltage during a flash write or erase is 2.7 V [11]. If the voltage falls
below 2.7 V during a write or erase, the result of the write or erase
will be unpredictable [11]. As a result, based on study on the battery
discharge curve [12], network reprogramming has to be performed
in the starting 23% duration of the entire network lifetime, significantly impairing the reprogrammability of existing reprogramming
protocols that rely heavily on flash writes [2, 4, 13, 14].
To address the above three key issues, we present Elon, a holistic mechanism based on the TinyOS operating system [3]. Elon
reduces the transmission overhead of both the TinyOS kernel services and the reprogramming protocol by defining replaceable component that needs to be reprogrammed. Elon extends the nesC compiler to provide the boundary between replaceable component and

the TinyOS kernel. The replaceable component is defined by replaceable code and replaceable data which are allowed to be declared by applications. The replaceable component can be replaced
or updated in the future. Applications should also wire TinyOS
kernel components (e.g., CTP [5], Drip [6], FTSP [7]) that would
probably be used in the future. The intuition behind Elon’s design is
that for real-world complex applications, the TinyOS kernel components that will be used could be identified in the base version.
The application logic is mainly controlled by the application component. Therefore, by defining part of the application component as
“replaceable”, we can reprogram the replaceable component in the
future without the need of disseminating the TinyOS kernel which
is typically the largest and most complex part of a program image.
Moreover, Elon allows applications to define “system” interfaces (via the “@system()” annotation) for accessing TinyOS kernel services (similar to syscalls in Unix-like systems). These interfaces define the boundary between the replaceable component
and the TinyOS kernel. For downcalls (i.e., TinyOS commands)
defined in the system interfaces, we relocate the references (i.e.,
command calls in the replaceable component) in the updated version to the corresponding addresses (i.e., command implementations in kernel components) in the base version. For upcalls (i.e.,
TinyOS events) defined in the system interfaces, we keep a system
jump table to redirect the references (i.e., event calls/signals in kernel components) in the base version to the corresponding addresses
(i.e., event handler implementations in the replaceable component)
in the updated version.
By isolating TinyOS kernel components from the replaceable
component that needs to be reprogrammed, Elon is able to reduce
the transferred code size significantly. Isolation also allows Elon
to reboot a node in a fine-grained software manner: Elon only
reboots the replaceable component without losing TinyOS kernel
data. Moreover, by placing the replaceable component on RAM
(for Von-Neumann architectures), we avoid flash writes, extending
the reprogramming lifetime significantly for the commonly used
TelosB nodes.
We implement Elon on TinyOS 2.1 for TelosB nodes, and conduct comprehensive experiments to examine its performance. Evaluation results show that (i) Elon effectively reduces the transferred
code size: it transfers up to 120–389 times less information than
Deluge, and 18–42 less information than Stream. (ii) Elon significantly reduces the rebooting cost for core TinyOS components: for
CTP [5] and Drip [6], it reduces the cost by 53.87% and 50.4%,
respectively, in terms of beacon packets; for FTSP [7], it reduces
the cost by 56.83% in terms of unsynchronized nodes. (iii) Elon
extends the reprogramming lifetime by a factor of 2.3 for TelosB
nodes compared to existing reprogramming approaches. (iv) the
overhead of Elon is acceptably small for real-world complex applications in terms of programmer cost, memory overhead, and execution overhead.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
the necessary background. Section 3 presents the design details.
Section 4 presents the evaluation results. Section 5 describes related
work most pertinent to our work. Section 6 discusses limitations
and our future work. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.

2.1
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2.3

Background

Elon builds on top of the TinyOS operating system [3]. This
section provides the necessary background on this system (Section 2.1, 2.2), core sensor network services (Section 2.3, 2.4), and
a real-world and complex application (Section 2.5) that motivates
our design.

TinyOS

TinyOS [3] is the standard operating system for the sensor network platforms. To enable a flexible architecture and a low resource consumption, TinyOS programming is based on components
which are wired together at design-time to create a single TinyOSApp image. Like objects, components couple code and data. Unlike objects, however, they can only be instantiated at compile
time [8]. TinyOS components have interfaces which define commands (downcalls) and events (upcalls). Components interact in
two directions, i.e., one component can use commands provided
by another component; also, one component can signal events to
another component [15].
The TinyOS core has a highly restricted, purely event-driven
execution model which consists of interrupts and tasks. Interrupts
execute at a higher priority and can preempt the execution of tasks.
Tasks execute at a lower priority and are scheduled in a FIFO manner. TinyOS code marked async could be possibly executed in
the interrupt context while the default sync code can only be executed in the task context. TinyOS tasks are written in a run-tocompletion manner. They cannot be preempted by one another, or
self-suspended. For this reason, I/O operations are performed in
a split-phase manner, i.e., an I/O request call initiates the operation and returns with status information before the corresponding
completion callback is invoked when the I/O operation is indeed
finished. TinyOS tasks and interrupts do not retain stack frames
while inactive, they share a common system stack.

2.2

nesC/GCC Toolchain

TinyOS components are written in a dialect of C called
nesC [16]. nesC exposes a programming model that incorporates event-driven execution, a flexible concurrency model, and
component-oriented application design [16]. Restrictions on the
programming model allow the nesC compiler to perform wholeprogram analysis, including dead code elimination (which optimizes the code size), aggressive function inlining (which optimizes
the execution efficiency), etc. These optimizations, however, complicate Elon’s implementation. This issue will be further elaborated
in Section 3.2.
The nesC compiler compiles TinyOS/nesC code into C code
which is further processed by the GCC toolchain. First, the C compiler (cc) compiles C files into object files (.o). The object file not
only contains the code binary but also contains metadata, such as
symbol tables, relocation tables, string tables, etc. The existence of
the metadata allows the references in code and data to be fixed in
later stages (in the linking stage or the loading stage) because the
actual addresses for these references are not necessarily known at
compile time. Second, the linker (ld) combines multiple object files
into an executable file. In TinyOS, the loading addresses must be
determined prior to the linking stage. The generated executable file
cannot be loaded to different addresses or linked with other files.
This is because the linker performs relocation and linking at the
linking stage, after which the relocation tables are usually removed
away. Both the object file and the executable file are in ELF format
[17], which is a standard object code format for most modern Unixlike systems. Finally, the executable file is further transformed into
a target format, e.g., Intel hex (.ihex) or Motolora S Record (.srec).
The hardware in-system-programmer loads the file (ihex or srec)
onto the program flash in the sensor node for execution.

Deluge, Stream

Deluge [2] is the standard reprogramming protocol distributed
with TinyOS. Deluge enables complete system reprogramming,
i.e., the whole TinyOS-App image can be replaced by a new
TinyOS-App image. In order to reprogram a network of sensor
nodes for multiple times, the new TinyOS-App image must include

the reprogramming protocol. Deluge stores the new code on the external flash during code dissemination. It uses a small bootloader,
i.e., TOSBoot, for loading the new code from the external flash onto
the program flash. Finally, it forces a hardware reboot to execute
the new code.
Stream [4] reduces the transferred code size by pre-installing the
reprogramming protocol on the external flash as another code image (i.e., the reprogramming image). The application only needs to
include a lightweight reprogramming support component which is
responsible for rebooting to the reprogramming image when reprogramming is needed. After receiving the new application code, the
reprogramming image reboots again to the new application code
(the application image). Although Stream reduces the transferred
code size significantly for simple applications, it is still insufficient
for real-world and complex applications because the kernel components (such as CTP [5], Drip [6], FTSP [7]) still need to be disseminated. Moreover, image switching using hardware reboot degrades
the reprogramming reliability because, according to our own experience, keeping a network in a consistent state (i.e., all nodes are in
the reprogramming state or application state) is very difficult due to
unreliable wireless links.

2.4
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Figure 1: Elon’s extensions to TinyOS. An application can
specify replaceable component and TinyOS kernel components.
System interfaces are boundaries between the replaceable component and TinyOS kernel components. The replaceable component calls system commands by address relocation. TinyOS
kernel components signal system events by indirections via a
system jump table.

CTP, Drip, FTSP

Most existing reprogramming mechanisms force a hardware reboot for executing the new code [2, 4, 13, 14]. However, reboot is
not free. Computing systems maintain state to provide useful services. Rebooting a node clears this state and recovering this state
can be costly for many important TinyOS kernel components [8].
CTP [5] is a collection tree protocol that collects data to a sink.
A CTP node maintains two tables. The link estimation table stores
the ETX estimate of each link. The routing table stores routing
candidates and their corresponding path-ETX estimates to the sink.
Rebooting a node causes a CTP node to lose information in these
tables. Recovering this information is costly, either taking time
to collect (for the link estimation table), or incurring a significant
communication overhead for sending routing beacons (for the routing table) due to the use of Trickle timers [18].
Drip [6] is a dissemination protocol for small data items. Drip
stores the values of all data items in a RAM cache. Rebooting a
Drip node causes a node to lose all values of the data items, which
need to be collected again from other nodes. The use of Trickle
timers [18] in Drip causes a significant increase of beacons after
the reboot.
FTSP [7] is a time synchronization protocol that establishes a
global time over the network. An FTSP node stores a table of sync
beacons from other synchronized nodes to infer the relationship between its local time and the global time by linear regression. Rebooting a node clears this table, causing the rebooting node temporally unsynchronized.

2.5

The replaceable component

GreenOrbs

GreenOrbs [19, 20] is a recently deployed wireless sensor network that aims at achieving long-term kilo-scale surveillance in the
vast forest. The GreenOrbs uses TelosB nodes, and builds on top
of the TinyOS operating system. The GreenOrbs program includes
the CTP component [5] for collecting multiple types of sensor data,
e.g., light, temperature, humidity, to a sink. To increase the flexibility, GreenOrbs includes the Drip component [6] for disseminating
key system parameters, e.g., the duty cycle and transmission power
settings. To achieve energy efficiency, GreenOrbs also includes the
FTSP component [7] for enabling synchronous low duty cycling. In
the current implementation, each node works three minutes every
hour (i.e., 5% duty cycle). The development of the GreenOrbs system motivates our work. First, deploying a large number of sensor
nodes into the forest is very costly. Therefore, network reprogram-

ming is an essential requirement for such a system. Second, existing mechanisms on TinyOS [2, 4] incur a large transferred code
size for the GreenOrbs application, which is time-consuming and
energy-inefficient to disseminate. Third, rebooting a node is costly,
because after rebooting, a node loses all system states and needs to
be awake until it is synchronized and fully functional again. Finally,
the maximum voltage of the 2200mAh NiMH rechargeable battery
that GreenOrbs currently uses is 2.8 V. Because the energy consumption during the initial deployment can be quite large (all nodes
must stay awake for synchronization before entering the working
mode), the voltage of some nodes quickly falls below 2.7 V, which
makes most existing reprogramming mechanisms [2, 4, 13, 14, 21]
useless during the majority of the node lifetime.

3

Design

This section describes Elon’s design to address three reprogramming issues outlined in Section 1. Figure 1 illustrates Elon’s extensions to TinyOS. TinyOS kernel components (such as CTP [5], Drip
[6], FTSP [7]) should be included in the program of the base version
for future use. For the base version, both kernel components and the
replaceable component are programmed onto the program flash by
the hardware in-system-programmer. A node works correctly after
a hardware reboot. For updated versions, only the replaceable component is generated and disseminated to each sensor node. When a
node receives the new code, it uses a software reboot mechanism to
execute the new code.
Figure 2 shows Elon’s extensions to the nesC/GCC toolchain
for TinyOS applications. The application and kernel components
are in the nesC language. Applications can specify replaceable
and system annotations. The modified nesC compiler processes
these annotations and generates the C code (.c) along with a system jump table in assembly (.s). These source files (.c and .s) are
further processed by the compiler (cc) and assembler (as) in the
GCC toolchain. The outputs is comprised of a set of object files
(.o). For the base version, we use a two-phase linking process to
generate the executable ELF file. For updated versions, we have
developed a tool (relocate.exe) to generate the relocated ELF
file (for network reprogramming).
The next three subsections detail Elon’s designs. Section 3.1 describes how Elon identifies and places the replaceable component.
Section 3.2 describes how Elon identifies and implements system
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Table 1: Memory organization of TelosB nodes [22]
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Figure 2: Elon’s extensions to the nesC/GCC toolchain. The
process for generating the program of the base version is shown
on the left, and the process for generating programs of the updated versions is shown on the right. Dashed boxes and arrows
indicate additional steps for generating the base version. Gray
boxes and arrows indicate additional steps for generating the
updated versions.
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base addresses, we first give an overview of the memory layout on
TelosB nodes (shown in Table 1).

3.1.1
interfaces. Section 3.3 describes how Elon reboots a node to execute the code.

3.1

Replaceable Component

Applications need to define the replaceable component that
needs to be reprogrammed in the future. The replaceable component consists of the replaceable code, the replaceable data, and
a system jump table. The replaceable code and replaceable data
are declared by the application via the “@replaceable()” annotation. The system jump table is generated automatically by the modified nesC/GCC toolchain. Applications can specify the replaceable
functions (code) and replaceable variables (data) separately. Applications can also specify an entire TinyOS component as replaceable. In this case, all variables and functions defined in this component default to replaceable unless they are explicitly specified as
non-replaceable. The code below shows the use of the annotation
in details:
module BlinkToCntLedsC {
// ...
}
implementation {
uint16_t counter @replaceable ();
void Boot . booted () @replaceable ();
void Timer . fired () @replaceable ();
// ...
}

In the above example, the variable counter and the functions
Boot.booted(), Timer.fired() are labelled as replaceable. Replaceable data and replaceable code are placed in separate sections,
i.e., .vdata for initialized replaceable data, .vbss for unintialized replaceable data, and .vtext for replaceable code. The existence of
.vbss section helps reduce the transferred code size further because
the initial values for the .vbss section do not need to be transferred
(the values are known to be zero). The automatically generated
system jump table is also placed in a separate section—the .jmptab
section. We must provide the base addresses for these sections to
the linker. Before we elaborate on the details of determining the

Memory Layout

The TelosB node has 10 KB data RAM (from address 0x1100 to
address 0x38FF) and 48 KB internal program flash (from address
0x4000 to address 0xFFFF). The highest 32 bytes of code space
(from address 0xFFE0 to address 0xFFFF) is reserved for storing
the interrupt vectors.
The nesC compiler compiles the TinyOS nesC code to C code,
which is further compiled and linked to an executable ELF by the
GCC toolchain. The ELF file is used for linking and loading in traditional Unix-like systems. However, the standard ELF loader is
usually missing for current sensor nodes. Therefore, the ELF file
is further transformed to a simplified format, e.g., Intel hex (.ihex)
or Motolora S Record (.srec). In the in-system-programming process, based on the the ihex file or srec file, the hardware in-systemprogrammer writes necessary sections to the program flash, including the .text section (for the program code), the .data section (for
initializing the .data section in RAM), and .vectors section (for interrupt vectors). When the code starts execution, it first executes
an initializer (usually starts at address 0x4000) which is responsible for initializing the .data section and the .bss section in RAM.
It then jumps to the main() function for further initialization, e.g.,
initializing the system stack, the registers, TinyOS components, etc.
Figure 3(a) illustrates the final memory layout after this process.

3.1.2

Address Determination

Determining the base addresses of the .vdata, .vbss, .vtext, and
.jmptab sections should satisfy two requirements. First, it should
not conflict with other sections. Second, it should make efficient
use of memory.
We place these sections as follows. First, the .vdata section and
the .vbss section are placed in RAM. The .vdata section is directly
after (in higher-address region than) the .bss section, and the .vbss
section is directly after the .vdata section. Second, the .vtext section is placed in the program flash for the base version (serves as a
golden image), and is placed in RAM for updated versions (in order to avoid flash writes during network reprogramming). For the
base version, the .vtext section is directly after the .data section in
the program flash. For updated versions, the .vtext section is directly after the .vbss section. Third, the .jmptab section is always
placed in the start of RAM (i.e., 0x1100 for TelosB nodes) because
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Figure 3: Memory layout in RAM and the program flash. (a) memory layout for TinyOS. (b) memory layout for Elon after the first
phase of linking. (c) memory layout for Elon after the two-phase linking process (the yellow boxes indicate the golden image).

the system jump table needs to be located at a fixed address, and it
needs to be modifiable.
The base addresses of these sections should be specified to the
linker prior to the linking stage. This means that in order to place
the current section, we must obtain the sizes of all preceding sections before the linking stage (or after the compilation stage). However, the section sizes in the final executable file cannot be determined until the linking process is done. The reason is that the linker
has to combine multiple object files to generate the final executable
file [23]. For example, the section sizes of .text, .data, and .bss
cannot be determined after compilation if the application links additional external libraries. To address this issue, we adopt a twophase linking process. We first specify non-conflict base addresses
to the linker as follows:
START.vbss = ENDRAM − SIZE.vbss
START.vdata = START.vbss − SIZE.vdata
START.jmptab = ENDflash − SIZE.vectors − SIZE.jmptab

(1)

START.vtext = START.jmptab − SIZE.vtext+.vdata
where SIZE.vectors is a constant for a microcontroller (e.g.,
SIZE.vectors = 32 for MSP430F1611 used by TelosB nodes), and
SIZE.vbss , SIZE.vdata , SIZE.jmptab , SIZE.vtext+.vdata are all known
after compilation because the corresponding sections are defined in
a single compilation unit by prohibiting external libraries from being replaceable (note that the nesC compiler compiles all .nc files
into a single C source file, app.c). Figure 3(b) illustrates the memory layout after this linking stage. After the first phase of linking,
we obtain all the section sizes. Then we use it to determine the final
base addresses:
START.jmptab = STARTRAM
START.data = START.jmptab + SIZE.jmptab
START.bss = START.data + SIZE.data
START.vdata = START.bss + SIZE.bss
START.vbss = START.vdata + SIZE.vdata
updated
START.vtext
golden
START.vtext
golden
START.jmptab

(2)

= START.vbss + SIZE.vbss
= STARTFlash + SIZE.text+.data
golden

= START.vtext + SIZE.vtext+.vdata

Figure 3(c) illustrates the final memory layout after this two linking
process. Note that, we reserve a golden image at the program flash
for error recovery in the face of failure.

3.2

System Interface

System interfaces are the boundaries between the replaceable
component and TinyOS kernel components. Applications need to
customize the TinyOS kernel by wiring kernel components that will
be used in the future. The TinyOS kernel components will be installed onto the nodes for the first time and will not incur additional
dissemination overhead during reprogramming. Applications need
to identify system interfaces, declared via the “@system()” annotation, for accessing kernel services. The code below shows the use
of the annotation in details:
module BlinkToCntLedsC {
uses interface Boot @system ();
uses interface Timer < TMilli > @system ();
// ...
}

In the above example, both the Boot interface and the
Timer<TMilli> interface are declared as system interfaces.
TinyOS interfaces contain commands (downcalls) and events
(upcalls). For system interfaces, the commands are provided by the
kernel components and represent the non-replaceable part that does
not need reprogramming; on the other hand, the events should be
implemented by the application component and usually represent
the replaceable part that needs reprogramming.

3.2.1

Modification to the nesC Compiler

We need to address two issues in the nesC compilation process.
First, the system commands and events should not be inlined because the caller part and callee part reside in different sections (i.e.,
the .text section and the .vtext section respectively). However, the
current nesC compiler performs aggressive inlining for optimizing
the execution efficiency. To address this issue, we modify the nesC
compiler to make system commands and system events as “noninline”. Second, system commands and events should not be removed
even if they are not used in the base version because they will probably be used in the future. However, the current nesC compiler does
dead code elimination for optimizing the code size. To address this
issue, we modify the nesC compiler to make these functions as “extern” in order to reserve them in the base version.

3.2.2

Relocation and Indirection

For the program of the base version, the GCC toolchain relocates references to variables and functions correctly at link time.
However, for any updated versions that will be reprogrammed onto
the nodes through the network, changes in the source code make
the address relocation incorrect. For system commands, the GCC
toolchain will relocate their addresses within the updated version.

This is incorrect as we only reprogram the replaceable component
of the updated version onto the nodes, references to system calls
in the replaceable component should be relocated to corresponding addresses in the kernel components of the base version (that
exist on the nodes). For example, it is possible that a system command Timer.startPeriodic() is located at 0x5000 in the base
version while located at 0x5010 in the updated version. When generating an updated version, relocating references to 0x5010 by the
GCC toolchain will be incorrect because 0x5000 is the actual address of the system call that is already programmed onto the nodes
during the initial in-system-programming process. Also, for system events, it is often the case that their addresses in the updated
version are different than the ones in the base version. Therefore,
references to system events in the kernel component should point to
corresponding addresses in the updated version. To address this issue, we adopt two approaches—relocation and indirection, for system commands and system events, respectively.
First, for system commands (also for the public kernel data),
when generating the program of the updated version (i.e., the replaceable component), we relocate all references to system commands to the corresponding addresses in the base version. We develop a tool, relocate.exe, to do this kind of relocation. The
command below shows the use of the tool in details:
relocate . exe -d start_vdata -b start_vbss \
-t start_vtext -r main . exe main .o

where the base addresses for the .vdata, .vbss, and .vtext sections (i.e., start_vdata, start_vbss, start_vtext) are determined by Eq. (2), main.exe is the executable file of the base version, and main.o is the object file of the updated version. The
relocate.exe program parses the relocation entries in main.o
and relocates the references in main.o to system commands implemented in main.exe. main.o is also the output file.
Second, for system events, we maintain a system jump table to
redirect references in the base version to corresponding addresses
in the updated version. The relocation technique for system commands described above does not apply here because we cannot
modify the program code of the base version. For each system event
that is replaceable, we allocate one entry in the system jump table.
The code below shows the system jump table for the Boot system
interface and the Timer<TMilli> system interface:
br # BlinkToCntLedsC$Boot$booted
br # BlinkToCntLedsC$Timer$fired

Invocation to these system events must be via the system jump table
entries which redirect them to the actual implementations. When
the addresses of system events change in the updated version, references in the base version do not change because the system jump
table is placed at a fixed location in RAM (i.e., the starting address
of RAM, described in Section 3.1). Instead, we modify the system
jump table entries in RAM to reflect this change. The command
below shows how to generate a correct system jump table for the
updated version:
relocate . exe -t 1100 -r main .o jmptab .o

We use relocate.exe again for relocating system jump table entries (jmptab.o) to the corresponding addresses in the program of
the updated version (main.o). In the above command, 1100 (with
hexadecimal base) denotes the starting address in RAM on TelosB
nodes. In this way, we retain access to system events we are interested in in updated versions.

3.3

Reboot

There are two methods for programming a node, i.e., in-systemprogramming, and network reprogramming. In the final stage of insystem-programming, the system executes a hardware reboot procedure. This hardware reboot procedure is also executed when the
reboot button is pressed or the power is on. In the final stage of network reprogramming, we use a software reboot procedure in order
to reduce the rebooting cost.

3.3.1

Hardware Reboot

In the final stage of in-system-programming, the system executes a hardware reboot procedure which is responsible for initialization for the data, system stack, the registers, TinyOS components, etc. Because Elon adds specific sections to the generated
ELF file, we need to modify the default initializer generated by the
GCC toolchain. The modified initialization procedure is as follows:
1. Copy the default system jump table from the program flash to
the start of RAM.
2. Initialize the .data section on RAM (i.e., copy the .data section
from the program flash to RAM).
3. Initialize the .bss section on RAM to zero.
4. Initialize the .vdata section on RAM (i.e., copy the .vdata section from the program flash to RAM).
5. Initialize the .vbss section on RAM to zero.
6. Jump to the main() function which includes initialization of
the system stack, the registers, and TinyOS components, etc.
Figure 3(c) shows the final memory layout after this procedure.
There are two things that worth mentioning here. First, we program the replaceable component of the base version onto the program flash. This provides a golden image for error recovery in the
face of failure. Second, we reduce the cost of copying the .vtext
section to RAM by generating a default system jump table with entries pointing to corresponding locations in the program flash.

3.3.2

Software Reboot

In the final stage of network reprogramming, we use a software
reboot procedure in order to reduce the rebooting cost.
To avoid the use of external flash and make efficient use of
RAM, we load the replaceable data and replaceable code onto RAM
during code dissemination. A question in our design is whether the
RAM can accommodate the replaceable code. Our experience in
developing the GreenOrbs application demonstrate that it suffices
for a large number of software changing scenarios [19]. We will
discuss this issue further in Section 6. Loading the new code onto
RAM will incur two severe safety-related problems. First, the current program will be corrupted. For example, the current program
may handle a system Timer.fired() event periodically. During
reprogramming, however, the implementation of Timer.fired()
function could be partly re-written. When this event is signaled,
the system crashes. To address this issue, we re-write all valid system jump table entries to point to a dummy event handler before
reprogramming. Second, it may fail to receive a complete new program. To address this issue, we provide a rollback mechanism. We
rollback to the golden image.
When we complete receiving and loading the replaceable data
and replaceable code, we start a software reboot procedure to restart
the node. To summarize, Elon goes through the following steps for
reprogramming a node:
1. Write the system jump table entries to point to a default
dummy event hander.
2. Receive data, and write replaceable data and replaceable code
to RAM.

3. If the entire replaceable component is received correctly, go
to step 5, else go to step 4.
4. Write the “golden” replaceable data to RAM. (the replaceable
code will be located on the program flash for execution in the
face of failure.)
5. Initialize the .vbss section on RAM to zero.
6. Write the system jump table: if the replaceable component
is received correctly, write the newly received system jump
table, otherwise write the “golden” default system jump table
on the program flash.

Table 2: Comparison of transferred code size for Deluge,
Stream, and Elon (in bytes).
Stream
Deluge
Elon
(lower bound)
BlinkToCntLeds
32008
2674
82
BlinkToCntRfm
32182
11608
266
GreenOrbs
>48 KB
47640
2440
1000

800

Disseminatin time (seconds)

7. Jump to the main() function which includes initialization of
the system stack, the registers, TinyOS components, etc.
Compared to hardware reboot, the software reboot procedure does
not include initialization for the kernel data. This is important for
keeping system states persistent across reboots.

4

Evaluation

This section evaluates how Elon improves sensor network reprogramming efficiency (in terms of transferred code size and rebooting cost) and reprogramming lifetime. We also evaluate the
overhead Elon introduces. Section 4.1 describes the evaluation
methodology. Section 4.2 shows evaluation results in terms of
transferred code size, and its impact on dissemination time and
transmission overhead. Section 4.3 shows evaluation results in
terms of rebooting cost. Section 4.4 shows evaluation results in
terms of reprogramming lifetime. Finally, Section 4.5 shows Elon’s
overhead in terms of programmer cost, memory overhead, and execution overhead, respectively.

4.1

Methodology

All experiments use TelosB nodes. To evaluate the performance
of Elon, we consider the following software change scenarios for
TinyOS applications.
1. BlinkToCntLeds: we change the Blink application to the
CntToLeds application. Blink is an application that toggles
one LED periodically, and CntToLeds is an application that
displays the lowest three bits of the counting sequence on the
LEDs.
2. BlinkToCntRfm: we change the Blink application to the
CntToLedsAndRfm application. CntToLedsAndRfm is an application that transmits the counting sequence over the radio
and displays the lowest three bits of the counting sequence on
the LEDs.
3. GreenOrbs: we consider a real-world software change scenario in the development of GreenOrbs [19]. In the program
of the base version, each node periodically reports sensor data
to a collection sink by CTP; we want to reprogram an updated version in which each node additionally reports diagnostic packets to give more visibility into the system.
For network experiments, we use a testbed of 10 TelosB nodes
in a linear structure. We set the transmission power level to 3 to
emulate multihop transmissions. To get the statistics, we wrote two
components, i.e., RamLogC and ExtLogC, to log aggregated data in
RAM, and to log system events in the external flash. In order to
get the timing information, there is a sync node that periodically
broadcasts sync beacons to synchronize all other nodes at the maximum transmission power. For synchronization, we use the packetlevel time synchronization interface provided by TinyOS, which
can achieve synchronization accuracy in less than 1 ms [24]. After
the experiments, we gather the data through one-hop wireless links.
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Figure 4: Comparison of dissemination time (in seconds) for
Deluge, Stream, and Elon.

4.2

Transferred Code Size

Table 2 shows the transferred code sizes for three reprogramming approaches, i.e., Deluge [2], Stream [4], and Elon, for the
software change cases mentioned above. As the Stream code is not
available for TinyOS 2.1, we use a lower bound for comparison
(i.e., applications with Stream support do not wire the Stream support component). We can see that the code sizes for Deluge are
very large because applications with Deluge support wire the DelugeC component which consumes a large fraction of code size. For
the GreenOrbs application, Deluge cannot be used simply because
the program size with Deluge support exceeds the maximum program size for TelosB nodes. For reprogramming simple applications, e.g., BlinkToCntLeds and BlinkToCntRfm, Stream reduces
the code size significantly. This is because Stream does not include the reprogramming protocol. Instead, it pre-installs it on the
external flash as another code image. However, for reprogramming
complex applications, e.g., GreenOrbs, the transferred code size for
Stream is still very large because a large number of kernel components (such as CTP, Drip, FTSP) are wired in the application
and need to be transferred during reprogramming. Elon reduces the
overhead of kernel components by identifying replaceable component. From the figures shown in Table 2, we can see that Elon
reduces the transferred code size significantly compared to Deluge
and Stream: it transfers 120–389 times less information than Deluge, and 18–42 less information than Stream.
A small transferred code size translates to smaller dissemination time and smaller transmission overhead, which is important
for energy-constrained sensor networks. To see the impact of the
transferred code size on the dissemination time and the transmission overhead, we disseminate these applications through the Deluge protocol. As mentioned above, we obtain the timing information by packet-level synchronization provided in TinyOS, and
we get the number of packet transmissions by use of the RamLogC
component. Figure 4 compares the dissemination times of Deluge,
Stream, and Elon. The result of GreenOrbs with Deluge support is
not available because the program size exceeds the maximum program size for TelosB nodes, hence cannot be compiled correctly.
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Table 3: Hardware rebooting time and software rebooting time
for the updated applications (ms).
TinyOS
Elon
BlinkToCntLeds
20.5
16.93
BlinkToCntRfm
23.3
17.25
GreenOrbs
87.6
83.2

Figure 6: Comparison of the total number of beacons in CTP
for hardware reboots, software reboots, and no-reboots.
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for Deluge, Stream, and Elon.
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As expected, Elon outperforms Deluge and Stream significantly,
especially for complex applications with a large number of kernel
components. For the two relatively simple applications, i.e., BlinkToCntLeds and BlinkToCntRfm, Elon is 16.05–16.39 times faster
than Deluge, and 2.2–4.87 times faster than Stream. For the complex GreenOrbs application, Elon is 8.82 times faster than Stream.
This illustrates that replaceable component identification and isolation are very important for reprogramming real-world and complex applications. Figure 5 compares the total number of packets
transmitted by all nodes in the network for Deluge, Stream, and
Elon. Like dissemination time, Elon reduces the transmission overhead significantly compared to other approaches. As indicated by
the GreenOrbs application, avoiding transmissions of kernel components in Elon results in a very large savings in the transmission
overhead.

4.3

Rebooting Cost

The rebooting cost of Elon is low compared to existing reprogramming approaches. First, we eliminate the cost of flash I/O operations which incur extra energy consumptions on current sensor
nodes. For example, a flash I/O operation on TelosB nodes consume 5–12 mA, which is much larger than 0.5 mA energy consumption when the CPU is active. In Deluge, after a hardware reboot, the
TOSBoot copies the program code from the external flash to the the
program flash. Stream incurs even more flash I/O operations due to
image switching. Elon does not have this overhead. Second, software reboot is faster than hardware reboot because re-initialization
of kernel data is not needed. Table 3 compares the hardware reboot
time and the software reboot time. We can see that Elon’s software
reboot mechanism is 5%–35% faster than the hardware approach.
Finally and most importantly, Elon does not lose kernel data caused
by a hardware reboot. To see the impact of losing kernel data, we
conduct experiments running typical TinyOS services, e.g., CTP
[5], Drip [6], and FTSP [7].
For CTP [5], the cost of hardware reboots is the increase of
routing beacons. Figure 6 shows the total accumulated number of
beacons for the CTP protocol during a total of 2000 seconds. We
compare the results when there are no-reboots, hardware reboots,
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Figure 7: Comparison of the total number of beacons in Drip
for hardware reboots, software reboots, and no-reboots.

and software reboots. We use the RamLogC component for logging
the accumulated number of beacons at each individual node. This
information is transmitted to the sink by CTP. For no-reboots, the
total number of beacons is 255; for hardware reboots, the total number of beacons increases to 594; for software reboots, the number of
beacons is 274. The cost of hardware reboots is high because CTP
uses a Trickle timer [18] to control the frequency of beaconing rate.
When a node reboots, it will have a high frequency of beaconing
rate in order to find new routes. Elon’s software reboot mechanism
keeps system states persistent across reboots. Compared to hardware reboots, Elon reduces the rebooting overhead by 53.87% in
terms of beacon packets.
For Drip [6], the cost of hardware reboots is also the increase
of beacon packets. Figure 7 shows the total accumulated number
of beacons for the Drip protocol disseminating 32 keys during a
total of 2000 seconds. We compare the results when there are noreboots, hardware reboots, and software reboots. Similarly, we use
the RamLogC component for logging purpose. After the experiment,
we collect the data individually for each node. As Drip also uses
the Trickle timer [18] to control the beaconing rate, similar results
can be obtained. For no-reboots, the total number of beacons is
2020; for hardware reboots, the total number of beacons increases
to 4191; for software reboots, the number of beacons is 2079. Compared to hardware reboots, Elon reduces the rebooting overhead by
50.4% in terms of beacon packets.
For FTSP [7], the cost of hardware reboots is the decrease in
the number of synchronized nodes. Figure 8 shows the CDF of the
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Figure 8: CDF of synchronized nodes in FTSP when there are
hardware reboots, software reboots, and no-reboots.

Figure 9: Voltage readings for five typical nodes running the
CTP protocol with default TinyOS LPL MAC.

number of synchronized nodes by querying the system periodically
for a total of 600 times, when there are no-reboots, hardware reboots, and software reboots. When there are reboots, we reboot the
nodes every two minutes with a random startup time. Packet losses
and other real-world variations cause non-zero amount of unsynchronized nodes even in the no-reboot case. Without reboots, there
are approximately 74.52% synchronized nodes on average. With
hardware reboots, there are approximately 35.05% synchronized
node on average due to relatively high rebooting rate. With software reboot, there are approximately 71.96% synchronized nodes
on average. Compared to hardware reboot, Elon’s software reboot
mechanism reduces the rebooting overhead by 56.83% in terms of
unsynchronized nodes.

Table 4: Number of TinyOS kernel components in the base version.
Deluge Elon increase
BlinkToCntLeds
4
4
0%
BlinkToCntRfm
4
7
75%
GreenOrbs
25
25
0%

4.4

Reprogramming Lifetime

To investigate the reprogramming lifetimes of different approaches, we deployed an indoor prototype system that runs the
basic functionality of the GreenOrbs application. This version of
program uses CTP to collect the voltage and other sensor data from
multiple nodes. In this version, we do not include the FTSP component for fast implementation. To enable energy efficiency, we
use the default low power listening (LPL) MAC in TinyOS. We
use a 20 seconds data reporting rate and a 250 ms sleep interval.
A 250 ms sleep interval translates to 4.4% duty cycle when there
is no traffic, with 11 ms check interval in the implementation of
TinyOS. The actual duty cycle in our case should be much higher
than 4.4% due to high data reporting rate (the LPL MAC waits for
an additional duration of 100 ms when a packet is received). We
successfully run the application for approximately 40 days.
Figure 9 shows the voltage readings for five typical nodes. We
can see that the voltage decreases from 3 V to 1.8 V, during which
the system operates correctly. This is because TelosB nodes have
a minimum voltage of 1.8 V for program execution [10]. However, flash writes require a much higher voltage to ensure reliability.
Specifically, flash writes on TelosB requires at least 2.7 V as documented in the MSP430 users’ guide [11]. If the voltage falls below
2.7 V during a write or erase, the result of the write or erase will
be unpredictable [11]. This means that, in this application scenario,
the reprogramming lifetime is only 11 days for existing approaches
that require flash writes (including Deluge [2], Stream [4], FlexCup
[13], etc). Elon extends the reprogramming lifetime to 37 days (or
more), by a factor of 2.3.

4.5

Overhead

This section evaluates Elon’s overhead in term of programmer
cost, memory overhead, and execution overhead, respectively.

4.5.1

Programmer Cost

First, Elon requires programmers to identify TinyOS kernel
components in the base version for future use. Table 4 compares the
number of TinyOS kernel components for Deluge and Elon. We do
not show the results for Stream as the results are similar to Deluge.
For the software change scenario of BlinkToCntLeds, there is no
increase. For the software change scenario of BlinkToCntRfm, the
increase is 75%. This is because TinyOS kernel components (such
as radio) are not used in the base version, but they will be used in
the updated version. Therefore, they should be additionally wired
in the application. For the software change scenario of GreenOrbs,
however, no additional kernel components should be wired because
the program of the base version already uses a large number of kernel components. This results indicate that for complex and well
designed applications, the number of additional kernel components
should be small because a lot of kernel components should be already used in the base version.
Second, Elon requires programmers to specify replaceable and
system annotations. Depending on reprogramming needs, the number of annotations can be different. However, each annotation
requires a simple @replaceable() and @system() code addition.
Therefore, the cost of annotations is small.

4.5.2

Memory Overhead

We examine the Elon’s memory overhead in terms of RAM consumption and program flash consumption, respectively. There are
several factors that impact the Elon’s memory overhead. First, we
place replaceable code on RAM, which increases RAM consumption and decreases program flash consumption. Second, we need
to include the reprogramming support component, which increases
program flash consumption. Third, we specify some TinyOS interfaces as “system”, which may increase program flash consumption
(system commands and events are included in even if they are not
referenced in the base version) or decrease program flash consumption (system functions are non-inlined).
Table 5 shows the RAM consumption for the programs of the
base version and Table 6 shows the RAM consumption for the pro-

Table 5: RAM consumption in bytes for the programs of the
base version.
TinyOS Elon increase
BlinkToCntLeds
35
310
785.7%
BlinkToCntRfm
35
554
1482%
GreenOrbs
6326
7820
23.6%

Table 6: RAM consumption in bytes for the programs of the
updated version.
TinyOS Elon increase
BlinkToCntLeds
37
384
937.8%
BlinkToCntRfm
320
796
148.7%
GreenOrbs
6426
8146
26.8%

Table 7: Program flash consumption in bytes for the programs
of the base version.
TinyOS
Elon
increase
BlinkToCntLeds
2522
6836
171%
BlinkToCntRfm
2522
15820 527.2%
GreenOrbs
47414
47494
0.17%

Table 8: Program flash consumption in bytes for the programs
of the updated version.
TinyOS
Elon
increase
BlinkToCntLeds
2642
6836
158.7%
BlinkToCntRfm
11576
15820
36.6%
GreenOrbs
47640
47494
−0.3%

grams of the updated version. For the two simple cases, i.e., BlinkToCntLeds and BlinkToCntRfm, the relative increases in RAM
consumption are quite large. However, the absolute values are sufficiently small compared to a total of 10 KB RAM on TelosB nodes.
For the complex GreenOrbs case, the relative increase in RAM consumption drops down to 23.6%–26.8%.
Table 7 shows the program flash consumption for the programs
of the base version and Table 8 shows the program flash consumption for the programs of the updated version. We can see that,
for the two simple software change scenarios, i.e., BlinkToCntLeds
and BlinkToCntRfm, the increase is large because the reprogramming support component consumes a fixed code size of approximately 4 KB. However, for the complex case, i.e., GreenOrbs, the
increase is very small for the base version (0.17%), and is even negative for the updated version (−0.3%). The reason for the negative
increase is because the updated replaceable component is placed in
RAM, instead of in the program flash.

4.5.3

Execution Overhead

Elon slightly increases the execution overhead because of two
reasons. First, the system annotation forces all system commands
to be non-inlined, hence there is an additional cost compared to
the case when the functions can be inlined. Second, the system
annotation forces all system events to be non-inlined and redirected
via a system jump table. This is an additional cost.
We use a Tektronix TDS3034C oscilloscope to measure the execution time of a TinyOS task. We instrument the TinySchedulerC
component to provide such information. Table 9 shows the task
execution times for the programs of the base version, and Table 10
shows the task execution times for the programs of the updated ver-

Table 9: Task execution times for the programs of the base version (µs).
Task
TinyOS Elon increase
BlinkToCntLeds Timer.fired
273
296
8.4%
BlinkToCntRfm Timer.fired
273
306
12.0%

Table 10: Task execution times for the programs of the updated
version (µs).
Task
TinyOS Elon increase
BlinkToCntLeds Timer.fired
308
323
4.8%
Timer.fired
1640
1653
0.79%
BlinkToCntRfm
sendDone
98.4
105
6.7%
receive
260
262
0.77%

sion. We did not show the results for the GreenOrbs application
because it involves a large number of TinyOS tasks which complicates the measurement. From the figures in Tables 9–10, we can
see that the increase is small, especially for relative complex tasks.

5

Related Work

Reprogramming wireless sensor networks has been an active research area in recent years [1, 2, 25, 4, 26, 27, 28, 14]. Several systems, such as Mate [29] and VM* [30], provide virtual machines
that run on resource-constrained sensor nodes. They allow for dissemination of a small code size because the virtual machine code
is much more compact than the native code. However, the execution of virtual machine code is much less efficient than native code,
which severely degrades the energy efficiency of the deployed sensor nodes when the program is expected to be executed for a long
time. Also, the virtual machine code is less expressive than native
code.
TinyOS [3] is the standard operating system for sensor networks. TinyOS does not support loadable modules. An application is compiled with TinyOS to form a single TinyOS-App image. Deluge [2] provides reprogramming support for TinyOS applications. As sensor nodes need to be reprogrammed for multiple
times, Deluge transfers the single TinyOS-App image along with
the reprogramming protocol. After a node receives a new TinyOSApp image, the TinyOS bootloader (i.e., TOSBoot) copies the code
from the external flash to the program flash, and it forces a hardware reboot to execute the new code. Stream [4] reduces the transferred code size by pre-installing the reprogramming protocol on
the external flash as another application image (i.e., the reprogramming image). During the reprogramming process, each node first
reboots to the reprogramming image for retrieving the new application code. When the new application code is received, each node
reboots again to the new application. Stream reduces the code size
significantly for simple applications. However, it is still insufficient
for real-world and complex applications which usually include a
large number of kernel components. Moreover, Stream uses hardware reboots to switch between the reprogramming image and the
application image. Therefore, it incurs the cost of hardware reboot
and more importantly, according to our own experience, keeping a
network in a consistent state (i.e., all nodes are in the reprogramming state or the application state) is very difficult because of unreliable wireless links.
The SOS [31], Contiki [32, 21], and the FlexCup extension [13]
to TinyOS support loadable modules. In these systems, individual modules can be loaded dynamically on the nodes. Specific
challenges exist in these systems. First, they require disseminating symbol tables and relocation tables for linking and relocating.

These may be quite large, typically 45% to 55% of the object file
[33, 14]. Second, they make extensive use of flash. Therefore,
they cannot reprogram a sensor network when the voltage of certain nodes falls below 2.7 V (but above 1.8 V) for the commonly
used TelosB nodes [11], which limits the reprogramming lifetime.
Incremental reprogramming [34, 33, 35, 14, 36] is a technique
to reduce the transferred code size by disseminating a program difference. Such research is complementary to our work. We can
generate the incremental changes for the replaceable component to
further reduce the code size. The work of compressing the program
code [37] and disseminating with network coding [38, 39, 28] is
also complementary to our work. We can further use these techniques to reduce the transferred code size and the dissemination
cost.
Reconfigurability can also be achieved by disseminating parameters understood by the program of the base version through Drip
[6], Dip [40], or DHV [41]. Although this approach is lightweight
(e.g., the transferred code size is small, and it does not require a
minimum voltage of 2.7 V), it requires all parameters to be well
defined in the base version, which is hard to design in the early
stage of software developments. With this technique, the application logic cannot be modified when there are no corresponding
parameters pre-defined in the base version. Elon is much more
flexible: both the replaceable data and the replaceable code can be
modified once they have been identified.

6

Discussion

A basic observation to reduce the transferred code size is to disseminate what is needed, in other words, the application. Similar
to the design concept of loadable modules, our approach identifies
the replaceable component that needs to be reprogrammed. With
this technique, common kernel components (that do not need to be
reprogrammed) do not need to be disseminated. The traditional dynamic linking and loading technique [23, 21] for loadable modules
is not appropriate for our scenario because of two reasons. First,
it requires sophisticated OS support (e.g., the ELF loader) which is
currently unavailable in TinyOS. Second, it incurs additional overhead, e.g., symbol tables and relocation tables. With a simplified
design, we are able to provide a mechanism with minimal OS support and smaller transferred code size. We trade off less flexibility
in the program layouts that can be slightly different on different
sensor nodes. However, different program layouts can be easily
avoided by programming the same binary code in the in-systemprogramming process.
For the Mica series node, our approach cannot prolong the reprogramming lifetime because of two reasons. First, the Mica series node uses the Atmega128L microcontroller which is based on
the Harvard architecture. Therefore, the program code cannot be
placed in data RAM for execution. Second, the minimum operational voltage is 2.7 V (instead of 1.8 V), i.e., nodes die once the
voltage falls below 2.7 V. Another limitation of the Mica series
node is that the RAM size is only 4 KB. Our approach, however,
is still useful by placing the replaceable code on the program flash.
It is still effective in reducing the transferred code size, and, at the
same time, avoiding the cost of hardware reboot.
The more recent Telos node uses a low-power MSP430F1611
microcontroller which is based on the Von-Neumann architecture.
The MSP430F1611 microcontroller can operate down to 1.8 V.
However, the minimum voltage during a flash write or erase operation is still 2.7 V. If the voltage falls below 2.7 V during a write
or erase, the result of the write or erase will be unpredictable [11].
Therefore, it is beneficial to avoid flash writes during reprogramming so as to prolong the reprogramming lifetime. Our approach
avoids flash writes by placing replaceable component on RAM.
Today, even with many new offerings in microcontrollers, the

MSP430F1611 remains a competitive choice for sensor platform
design [42]. Our design illustrates that avoiding flash writes is beneficial for low-power microcontrollers (that can operate down to
1.8 V), because most low-power flash requires at least 2.5 V–2.7 V
for writing or erasing, e.g., the program flash of MSP430F161x, ST
M25P80 (external flash for the TelosB node) [43], AT45DB041B
(external flash for the MicaZ node) [44], etc.
A question in our design is whether we can accommodate the
replaceable code in RAM which is a precious resource for sensor
nodes. Our experience in developing the GreenOrbs application
using TelosB nodes demonstrates that it suffices for many software
change scenarios because of two reasons. First, the data RAM consumption is usually small for TinyOS applications (≤ 4 KB) partly
because TinyOS was originally designed for Mica series nodes with
4 KB RAM. However, TelosB nodes have 10 KB RAM. Second,
the total size of the replaceable components for well-designed applications is usually small (≈ 2 KB for the GreenOrbs application).
If the size of the replaceable code does exceed the available RAM
size, we can simply place it on the program flash. In this case, we
require a higher voltage that ensures reliable flash writes.
TinyOS’s event-driven model has simplified the design of
Elon’s software reboot mechanism. First, TinyOS kernel does not
keep application data. Second, TinyOS does not have blocking I/O
operations. Therefore, rebooting a node does not require hacking
into the TinyOS kernel for preserving application data, cancelling
blocking I/O operations, or halting threads. We do need to protect the system jump table to avoid jumping to corrupted memory
locations during the reprogramming process.
Compared to complete system reprogramming [2, 4], Elon limits the reprogrammability to the replaceable component. It suffices
for most cases because the application behavior is mainly controlled
by the application logic, which can be specified as replaceable. It
should also be noted that the “@replaceable” annotation is at the
granularity of individual variables and individual functions, instead
of a “component”. Therefore, Elon also allows update to key parameters and key functions in TinyOS kernel components once they
have been identified as replaceable. On the other hand, compared to
system parameters reconfiguration, we improve the reprogrammability because we allow updates to the native code.
Ensuring a safe update to the program of the base version is an
important issue that we have not covered thus far. In Elon’s current implementation, we have developed a simple version checking
mechanism: it is not allowed to change the set of kernel components and system interfaces. In the future, we would like to develop
a declarative language [45] for updating programs, which can avoid
modifying the source code directly and can protect against occasional errors introduced by programmers.
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Conclusion

This paper presents a new mechanism called Elon for enabling
efficient and long-term reprogramming in wireless sensor networks.
Elon reduces the transferred code size significantly by introducing
the concept of replaceable component. It avoids the cost of hardware reboot with a novel software reboot mechanism. Moreover, it
significantly prolongs the reprogramming lifetime by avoiding flash
writes for TelosB nodes. Experimental results show that Elon transfers up to 120–389 times less information than Deluge, and 18–42
times less information than Stream. The software reboot mechanism that Elon applies reduces the rebooting cost by 50.4%–53.87%
in terms of beacon packets, and 56.83% in terms of unsynchronized
nodes. In addition, Elon prolongs the reprogramming lifetime by
a factor of 2.3. The overhead of Elon is acceptably small for realworld applications in terms of programmer cost, memory overhead,
and execution overhead.
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